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Dealerships Vote F&I Express as the Leader in F&I Technology for 2 Years
Consecutively

F&I Express, the leader in F&I technology, announced the Dealers’ Choice Awards Diamond
win for the second year in a row.

GRAPEVINE, TX (PRWEB) May 26, 2017 -- F&I Express wins the prestigious “Dealer’s Choice Award”
from the publishers of Auto Dealer Today and F&I and Showroom magazines. This is the second year in a row
F&I Express has won the first place Diamond Award in the F&I Technology category. The Dealer’s Choice
Award is based on results from a comprehensive online survey open exclusively to dealership professionals.

Offering digital integration with the largest aftermarket provider network, F&I Express helps dealers drive F&I
sells, streamline the contracting process and improve CSI scores. The F&I Express eContracting platform
seamlessly integrates with leading menu providers and dealer management systems (DMS) for compliant, error-
free eContracting.

“We are honored and elated to win this award for the second straight year," said Brian Reed, CEO of F&I
Express. “This award validates our ability to ensure the F&I process is simple, fast and profitable for
dealerships across the nation. We would like to thank everyone who took the time to complete the voting
process. Thanks for your vote, and most importantly, thanks for your business!"

Reed expects the F&I industry and its ecosystem partners will continue to embrace technology to streamline
F&I processes in additional areas of business including the F&I product cancellation process.

ABOUT F&I EXPRESS
Intersection Technologies Inc. – F&I Express® is the leading technology and solutions provider powering the
future of the automotive F&I industry. Our F&I Express eContracting network enables aftermarket providers
and agents to increase their dealer clients’ CSI ratings by providing a faster and error-free process to eRate,
eContract, and eRegister all of their aftermarket products on one platform. With the largest aftermarket provider
network in the industry, F&I Express delivers specialized solutions that streamline the aftermarket process for
optimized efficiency. Our Express Digital Media solution uses a proprietary Dealer Service Provider interface
to provide connectivity to accurately quote and instantly obtain product content from more than 130 product
providers. Our Express Recoveries® platform helps auto lenders improve recoveries, cycle times and
compliance for aftermarket product cancellations. Our CompliPrice® solution helps ensure that automotive
dealerships are compliant with their aftermarket product pricing. For more information about our innovative
technologies, please visit http://www.fandiexpress.com/ or follow us on Twitter @fandiexpress.
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Contact Information
Victoria Evans
F&I Express
http://fandiexpress.com
+1 817-527-8290

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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